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Captain Antonio de Noli brought with his Cape Verde discoveries, laurels to his 

Genoese nationa and honour to the ancient City and Castle of Noli from where his 

family it is said originatedb. His Colonial governorship of Cape Verde facilitated 

further discoveries, bridging civilizations of four continents. His historic 

contribution to the modern world has now reached the 550 anniversary. 

Family origins 

The King of Portugal João II issued April 8 1497 the renowned carta regia regulating 

the succession of the governorship of Cape Verde. His Royal Letter referred to 

Antonio de Noli as being from Genoa and named him “Antoneo genovês”. In line 

with testimonies and sources of the epoch, João de Barros - "the most trustworthy 

historian of the Portuguese voyages”c - wrote in 1539 that the navigator was “a 

national from Genoa and of noble blood” (“di natione genovese, et di sangue nobile, che 

                                                                 
a João de Barros, “LÁsia”. Republished by Vincenzo Valgrisio, Venice, 1562 
b Della Cella, "Famiglie Di Genova”. Parte II, D.E.F.G.I.L.M.N.O./ MDCCLXXXIII 
c
 Spotorno, G. B. "Christopher Columbus and His Discoveries". Treuttel & Wurtz, London, 1823. 
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per alcuni dispiaceri che hebbe nella patria sua se ne venne in questo regno con due navi. . .”). 

This passage from Barros book “L’Asia”, written ca. 1539 and published 1552d, 

would be the oldest known Italian-published source on this issue [1]e. 

Different geographic-history studies and independent original research have along 

the centuries established Genoa as the place of birth of Antonio de Noli, for example  

Dumoriez (1762) [2], Spotorno (1823) [3], Thomas (1860) [4], Bernardes Branco (1895) 

[5], Hamilton (1975) [6], Diffie and Winius (1977) [7], Irwin and Wilson (1999) [8], etc.  

Furthermore, Ferrada-Noli (2010) [9] identified in 2008 an ancient manuscript of 

Dalla Cella at the Library of Genoa [10], and which distinctly evidences these three 

aspects:  

a) The navigator is placed among the de Noli family members of Genoa at the 

period. Concretely, the author positioned in the manuscript the entries of 

Antonio Noli exactly between those of Giacomo de Noli (“un de XII-Anziani 

del Comune sotto il Duce Nicolas de Guarco”)f  and “altri Nobile Noli”g;  

b) The manuscript refers to him as “Peritissimo Piloto Genovese. Fui il primo che 

scoperse le Isole di Capoverde"h; and  

c) the origin of the Noli family is explained in the following conspicuous terms 

“l’origine si puo supponere dalla piccola Città o Castello di Noli”i [9].   

Concluding, Antonio de Noli was a Genoa-born navigator and the family de Noli 

have its ancient origins in the City or Castle of Noli. 

                                                                 
d Republished in Italian, Venice 1562. 
e According to Giovanni Battista Spotorno: "Barros, the most trustworthy historian of the Portuguese 
voyages, (Asia, chap.2. and 3.) whose works comes down to 1539, and who had before him relations of 
the discoveries made by his countrymen". In: Spotorno, G. B. "Historical Memoir of Christopher Columbus 
and His Discoveries". Treuttel and Wurtz, London, 1823. Page xxiii. Professor Dr. Giovanni Battista 
Spotorno adds (page xxv) that Antonio Noli was "fellow citizen" of Christopher Columbus.  
f “One member of the Twelve-Elderly (Genoa) Council under the lead of Duke Nicolas de Guarco”. On the 
impact for the navigator’s family of this participation in the Nicolas de Guarco government – which 
also included the Fieschi - see Ferrada-Noli M. A biographical study of Governor Antonio de Noli. 
Research Bulletin of the Antonio de Noli Academic Society, Vol. 1, Nr.3 (2010). 
g “Other Noli nobleman” 
h  “Expert Genoese navigator. He was the first discoverer of Cape Verde” 
i “It can be supposed that the origin is from the small City of Noli or the Noli Castle 
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The year of birth of the navigator is reported being around 1420.  However the well-

defined and unambiguous identification of his place of birth being Genoa, and the 

relatively clarity on the year of birth, the whereabouts around the actual death of 

Antonio de Noli has remained a mystery. It is said that Governor Antonio de Noli’s 

demise would have occurred in 1497 in Ribeira Grande, Cape Verde. But it has not 

been found at this date any document sustaining this assumptionj.  

The aftermath of the Lusitanian-Castilian war of 1475-1479 and its consequences 

for the de Noli family 

In reality, the happening of year 1497 refers to the inauguration of the 2nd 

governorship in Cape Verde, which was nominally given by the Portuguese king to 

Antonio de Noli’s daughter Branca de Aguiar. In truth, the governorship (Capitania) 

went to her Portuguese husband, the nobleman Dom Jorge Correia de Souza, fidalgo 

da casa real.  

According to the Grande Enciclopédia Portuguesa e Brasileira, Antonio de Noli had 

also a son k [11], but the Portuguese were not in the line of accepting a takeover of 

the Cape Verde governorship by a de Noli male descendant. This for several reasons, 

being the main a reason of national security for Portugal’s geopolitical interests and 

empire design. Cape Verde was indeed a strategically centre both militarily, logistic, 

and slave-trade relevant [9] [12]. 

During the Lusitanian-Castilian war of 1475-1479 Cape Verde was militarily 

occupied by the Castilians and the Islands ceased by act of war being Portuguese 

possessions. However, the Portuguese appointed governor, the Italian (Genoese) 

                                                                 
j The reporting in the carta regia of 8 April 1497 on why the governorship of the Island became vacant 
(“vaga”) does not say “por morte” (by dead) of Antonio Genovez but “por parte”. Parte indicates 
instead “leaving”. It has also put forward  that a passage in the document to this regard had been 
“forged” a posteriori. Further details of this information from Dr. Trevor Hall (historian and PhD from 
John Hopkings University) in Ferrada-Noli M. (2010) “A biographical study of Governor Antonio de 
Noli”. Research Bulletin of the Antonio de Noli Academic Society, Vol. 1, Nr. 4. Pages 105-123 
k According to Grande Enciclopédia Portuguesa e Brasileira [(ed. 1945), Vol XVIII, p. 836] which 
mentioned “a son of Antonio de Noli”. In the carta regia of 1497 regulating this sucesion on favour of 
daughter Branca and husband, it is also argued for that end that Antonio Noli did not have a son with 
the “right” to inherit. 
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Antonio de Noli, remained governor of Ribeira Grande keeping also his privileges as 

lord-proprietor. Eventually, after the truce and the signing of the Treaty of 

Alcáçovas, Cape Verde returned to the Portuguese kingdom. We do not know with 

certainty what happened with Antonio de Noli after these events, or with the Italian 

members of his family that followed him in this war intermezzo apparently siding by 

the Spaniards (Castilians). But for reasons of their national security, the Portuguese 

crown had surely saw to resolute measures to prevent that such blunt  breach in their 

national and colonial territorial integrity would happen again. 

King Joao II had to find the formula as to revert the royal granting of the lord-

proprietor privileges to the de Noli family (given with inherit rights) which was the 

act of a previous king in the beginning of the sixties. Otherwise, a son of de Noli 

would have not only inherited the sugar and cotton plantations but by had as well 

claimed the rights of proprietor-lord system by which he would remain in economic 

and internal political control of nearly half of the Island. To this, added the control 

over the flourishing slave trade passing the Island.  

The Royal Letter (carta regia) plot of April 8 1497  

The inheritance right were thus taken away from Noli’s son by a “coup de plume” in 

the carta regia of April 8 1497, in a juridical formula issued concomitantly with the 

reporting on that Antonio de Noli had left “vacant” the captainship of the Island (see 

down below).  

The plan was a) to give the governorship to the nobleman Jorge Correa de Souza, 

chosen by the King himself among the closest to the royal house. b) In order to 

overcome the solid previous royal edicts on Antonio de Noli’s possession privileges, 

this Correa de Souza was to marry Branca de Aguiar, the daughter of Captain de 

Noli, in “sociedade conjugal” (common possession rights). Branca was, as Correa de 

Souza, also Portuguese born and coming from a noble Portuguese family close to the 

monarch.  The marriage was arranged by the royal house. c) In its turn, to enable 

Branca de Aguar the possibility of inherit the de Noli titles of possessions and the 

captainship (given to Antonio Genovez by the previous king) it was an essential 
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condition to firs declare the juridical inexistence or inability of the heir/heirs first in 

line. In clearer words, these have imperatively to disappear. 

The act of depriving Antonio de Noli’s son the actual right to inherit – by course of 

declaring him “absent” - was thus a sine qua non move for the monarch and which 

enabled the transferring of the juridical possession of the de Noli’s properties to the 

Portuguese fidalgo Correa de Souza - through the arranged marriage with Branca de 

Aguiar –and thus giving them back to Portugal.   

That is why the carta 

regia of April 8, 1497 

[detail here at right], 

begins by specifically 

stating that “by the part 

of lord- propietor 

Antonio (Noli) Genoes, 

governor of Santiago 

Island, in the part of 

Ribeira Grande, was that 

governorship vacant 

because in there was no 

male descendant that 

could inherit by law“l. The text does not deny the existence of Antonio de Noli’ son, 

neither the son’s right to inherit in case he would – or could – have remained in 

Ribeira Grande. What instead the text only let us know is that at the opportunity in 

which Governor Noli left the captainship of the Island “vacant”  – or more truthful, 

at the opportunity in which the carta regia plot was elaborated (1496-1497) - there was 

no son of Antonio de Noli that remained in the Island. Did he share the same fate of 

his father? Have he been also ousted to exile abroad, as the brothers de Noli were 

from in 1449 when they went from Genoa to political asylum in Portugal?  

                                                                 
l “por parte de myce Antoneo genovês, capitam da ilha de Samtiago, na parte da Ribeira Gramde, 
ficou vaga ha dita capitanja, porcuamto delle non ficou filho barõ que a per direito deuesse derdar 
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Both alternative translations of the introductory passage of the royal letter of April 8 

1497 “por parte de myce Antoneo genovês. . .ficou vaga ha dita capitanja” - namely 

alternative A: “by the part of Antoneo Genovês. . .was the captainship vacant”, and 

alternative B: “by the depart of Antoneo Genovês. . .was the captainship vacant” - 

hide however a true account of what really happened with Captain de Noli and his 

family. One thing is in any case pristine clear: The document does not express that 

the governorship was left vacant because of the dead of Antonio de Noli. It is written 

“por parte”, not “por morte”. This equivocally reading (“por morte”) has been 

equally equivocally repeated in book after book by authors which did not care to 

check the original document. And it is from this unprofessional reports that it has 

wrongly been reported 1497 the year of Antonio de Noli’s demise.  

And if the document meant that Antonio de Noli “had left” the Ribeira Grande 

governorship vacant because of “leaving” the Island, where did he then go? Did he 

“left for heavens” or otherwise? left for Spain, etc? Which authority had taken the 

decision compelling him, his son and family to leave not only the governorship but 

also every property and rights they had in Cape Verde? Or did the de Noli take that 

decision themselves in order to save and take away their accumulated fortune of 

gold?m In sum, what actually happened to Captain Antonio de Noli after 1480, was 

he killed, imprisoned, made “disappeared”, or was he and his family exiled? 

As seen above, already since the late 1470s (when de Noli “sided” with Portugal 

archenemy, the Castilians) the monarch had potent reasons for his apprehension 

towards the question of the governorship succession in Cape Verde, estimating 

Antonio de Noli’s son in this context as a clear risk. And there were further reasons 

for this fear. 

In actual fact, as stated by the “Grande Enciclopédia Portuguesa e Brasileira”, the 

above mentioned son of Antonio de Noli had accompanied him in the exploration 

campaigns in Gambia and “distinguished by his participation in combat”n [11]. 

                                                                 
m The profits of the  cotton and sugar plantations 
n “um combate em que muito se distinguiu um filho de António de Noli”. Ibidem, p. 836 
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Because of these campaigns took place before 1460, and Antonio de Noli left Genoa 

1449, it is estimated that this son would have also born in Genoa.  

By the 1480s, he would had developed political preparedness of his own while 

assisting his father – as customary at the time - in the government of Cape Verde. 

This would pose a greater threat to the political and military control of the 

Portuguese in the Islands than that of sister Branca. Branca de Aguiar was already 

half Portuguese and born in the noble house of Aguiar, reputed at the time close to 

the monarchy’s interests. Her marriage in the house Correia de Souza, arranged by 

the crown, was just the ultimately piece in the King’s design to secure the 

governorship of Cape Verde loyal to his empire.  

Nevertheless  it has been natural for some historians to assume that the all process of 

leading to the second governorship of Cape Verde was a simple and  classical 

succession of power like in “father dies, daughter inherits” (“King is death, long life 

to the Queen”), it did not occur that way. Beyond the juridical formalities and palace 

innuendos which have been mentioned concerning this issue, the main determinant 

reason for the King was one of national security. The king kept well reminded that 

Italian Captain de Noli and his Italian family, and for that part all members of the 

numerous community of Genoese which habited the Island together with Africans 

and Lusitanian cohorts, were by nationality not strict bounded to the Portuguese 

crown. The next governor it has to be a Portuguese fidalgo among his own. 

As it is not documented when exactly Antonio de Noli left the governorship of Cape 

Verde (the process initiated by the king of finding a spouse for Branca de Aguiar, the 

wedding preparations, etc. must have taken quite some period before their 

installation as the 2nd governor took finally place in 1497), this had led to speculations 

on his whereabouts during that period between the late 1470s and the 1480s, or 

afterwards.  It is also said that in later years Antonio de Noli went transitorily with 

his fortune of solid gold to Spain. But it is not a plausible explanation that he would 

have anew sought shelter in Seville- as it is reported he did previously his Cape 

Verde discoveries - or elsewhere by the Castilians.  
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As mentioned above, a paramount factor was also that the de Noli brothers were still 

banned from Genoa. Besides, precisely at that times the Genoa government prepared 

war with Barcelona (hostilities initiated 1466). A factual-based episode which 

confirms this animosity of the Genoa rulers of that time towards de Noli is given by 

the following.  Navigator Antonio de Noli had been taken prisoner by Spaniards 

(Castilians) reportedly in the late 1470s. These Castilians asked Genoa to pay a 

ransom for Antonio Nolis's liberation. However, Genoa did not paid for Noli’s 

liberation but instead he was rescued by the Portuguese and re-installed in his 

productive sugar and cotton plantations [13].  

We mention the above episodes in the following context:  

o The relatively hostile situation towards Antonio de Noli in Portugal circles 

after the intermezzo amid the Lusitanian- Castilian war 1475-1479 in which 

Antonio de Noli continued being Governor of Cape Verde under the 

Castilians;  

o Concomitantly, neither it was to the Castilians fully acceptance that Antonio 

de Noli did considered himself bounded to Spain, but instead continued 

allegiance to his Italian nationality, and as such remained neutral in that war;   

o The already described hostile situation in Genoa for the navigator and his 

family. They had been expatriated from Genoa amid political circumstances 

(and for which they sought political asylum by the Portuguese Prince Henry 

the Navigator already in 1450) that were still prevalent during the 1480s.     

With this no-where-to-go scenario for the Noli in the Iberia peninsula by the end 

of the fourteen hundreds, the alternative of returning to Italy and at the same 

time avoiding Genoa and the Genoa allies appeared as the best of the options, if 

not the solely one.  And because of the political and geopolitical reasons 

mentioned above, neither a scenario of forced political exile it can be ruled out.         
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Image 1. Manuscript “Memorie Antiche Di Cesena”, Bibliotheca Malatestiana, Cesena, Italy. In 
page 300 it is mentioned Simone de Antonio Noli, son of Antonio de Noli. The entries correspond 
to year 1490 (1498), and it is the first time the name Noli appears in the Cesena manuscripts. 

 
From Cape Verde back to Italy  

The above situation helps to explain why the remaining de Noli would head off to 

Italy, but avoiding Genoa. And for these and other known reasons - elucidate below - 

they would have sailed instead to Rimini (Cesena's port), arriving in Cesena, also a 

city in northern Italy, at the end of the XV century.  

It is although not clear whether the former governor himself would have made this 

sailing to Rimini, as it is still possible that he found his dead in Cape Verde or in the 

Iberia Peninsula. He was although only in his late sixties by the end of the 1480s. 

Nevertheless, as documented below, our research can only ascertain that “a son of 

Antonio de Noli” – which would well match with the navigator’s son named by 
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Grande Enciclopédia Portuguesa e Brasileirao - appears reported for the first time in the 

manuscripts of Cesena at the very end of XV century. It s also documented that this 

Antonio de Noli’ son (Simone)p and his descendants stayed in Cesena until 1574. 

This altogether represents about 75 years before a new generation of the de Noli – 

headed by a descendant which was also given the name Antonio de Noli - returned 

to their roots in Genoa. 

There in Cesena lived also members of the Fieschi family, the old-timer allies of the 

de Noli and had established themselves in positions of influence. Incidentally, the 

Fieschi were also banned from Genoa years after, in the aftermath of the aborted – 

and bloody - insurrection against the Doria, in which participated several Fieschi 

brothers, most prominently Giovanni Luigi Fieschi.  

There is yet another possible factor in the constellation of causes behind the de Noli 

family’s decision for their Cesena destination. Judging from the historical facts we 

have so far gathered regarding the ideological profile, political preferences and 

participation of the de Noli in Genoa and abroad, directly or indirectly through their 

closest allies, it is fair to assume that they have belonged to, or sympathized with, the 

Ghibelline.  

It has also been reported that the relationships between the brothers de Noli with the 

Church in Cape Verde was dramatically restrained. Lawyer Bartholomew de Noli, 

brother of Governor de Noli and also a plantation owner in Cape Verde, is reported 

to have ordered in 1464 the killing of a Franciscan fray – Fray Rogerio – allegedly for 

this fray, on behalf of the Church, opposed Bartholomew de Noli’s living together 

with a Portuguese woman outside the Catholic frame of marriage [9] [14]. 

                                                                 
o Grande Enciclopédia Portuguesa e Brasileira [(ed. 1945), Vol XVIII, p. 836]. 
p Our hypothesis in this regard was based in the statements as given in the above cited Enciclopédia 

Portuguesa e Brasileira.  Otherwise, a likely alternative fatherhood of Simone de Noli could correspond 
to one any another of the navigator’s family - e.g. brother Bartholomew and nephew Raphael, which 
accompanied him during the early Cape Verde colonization period - in the case they would have had 
a descendant given, as traditionally, the name Antonio. In fact, and characteristically, these particular 
names “Antonio”, “Bartholomew” and “Raphael” were found customarily repeated over the 
generations within the family de Noli both in the Cesena and Genoa (Valleregia) manuscripts. 
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Although the old state-conflict between  Guelphs (supporters of the Pope rule) and 

Ghibellines (supporters of independent States or the State Empire) had for the vast 

part ceased in Italy and elsewhere Europe, oppositional factions remained  at the 

level of cities. It is also known that Forli, close neighbour to Cesena and also main 

city in the Romagna region, had the principal concentration of Ghibelline supporters 

in Italy after the main Papal vs. Empire conflict had ceased. It would have been fair 

for the Noli to assume that they should be welcomed in Cesena, in the Forli region. 

Here the de Noli arrived around 1490. A most interesting fact is that in the 

transcription of the family de Noli coat of arms in the Cesena manuscripts, the family 

Noli is referred as “oriunda”, indicating that the Noli arrived from an outer territory. 

Arrival in Cesena 

Several manuscripts at the Malatestiana Library in Cesena help to locate these 

happenings. The manuscript collection “Verdoni, Cronache di Cesena. 164.39.” gives 

1495 as date of the first “Antonio di Nolo” in the Cesena Council (page 295). This 

“Antonio di Noli” in fact corresponds to “Simone de Antonio Noli Biondi”, given by 

this name in yet another Cesena manuscript (see below).  

Another manuscript collection, “Memories Antiches di Cesena”, places the entry date 

in 1490 or 1498q [see image 1]. In this manuscript collection the denomination used 

is "Simone de Antonio Noli Biondi". This distinctly indicates Antonio Noli (also 

referred in the manuscripts as de Noli, see below) being the father, as it was 

customary when writing entries at that time. Furthermore, in a later manuscript 

register of 1505 (manuscript collection “Memorie della Famigle è della Cità di 

Cesena”) the son is referred with his full name Simone de Noli Biondi [see Image 3].  

In Cesena, Simone de Noli – the son of Antonio de Noli - married into the family 

Biondi, also nobles of the time. To establish themselves they also used their Cape 

Verde gold to acquire posts in the Consiglio di Cesena.  

                                                                 
q It could possibly read instead “1498” because of an apparently small character-segment visibly in the 
superior vertices of the “0”.  
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The purchasing with gold of the seats in the Council of Cesena for the part of the 

Noli is well documented in the manuscripts of The Bibliotheca Malatestiana, which 

for instance detailed that Antonio Noli di “Treggia” became a member of the Cesena 

Council in 1551 by paying “150 D’oro” to the City of Cesena [image 2].  

As “di Treggia” or “di Teggia” would indicate the place where the possession or 

territory which served as residence of that “oriunda”r Noli family was located, we 

searched after that place in Cesena and around. However, and although a carefully 

searching, the place “Treggia” or “Teggia” was never found in Cesena or its nearest 

territories in Emilia-Romagna. Thus, a 

hypothesis did arise on whether the 

manuscript could have referred to 

“Taglia” or “Teglia”, both localities in 

Liguria. But this could not explain the 

double “g” of the denomination in the 

manuscript, which in that segment was 

clearly legible.  

Nevertheless, as late as April 2010 

Ferrada-Noli identified in an old 

manuscript map from the XVIII century 

located at the City Hall of the Serra Riccò 

municipality in Northern Genoa (“Carta 

Topografica di anonimo del XVIII secolo”) a tiny village near Bolzaneto which is 

distinctly named Teggia! The actual mark is located just about one and a half 

kilometres from nowadays Serra Riccò and about three kilometres from the old 

hamlet Noli (a fraction of Serra Riccò). It turn out that “Teggia” (with the double “g”) 

was actually the old name for “Teglia”.  All which reinforced, although not as 

                                                                 

r Meaning in the context “family not from Cesena” 
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necessary elements - the main migration hypothesis on the family de Noli “oriunda”: 

the circuit Genoa – Cape Verde – Cesena – Genoa.  

There in Cesena three de Noli descendants occupied a seat in the Cesena Council in 

the period between the family arrival to Cesena around 1495 and their departure to 

Genoa two generations thereafter. The first of the Noli recorded in Cesena as member 

of the Council is the above mentioned son of Antonio Noli, in 1595 and 1505; among 

the second generations of the de Noli in Cesena we found two of the family as 

members of the Council in different periods. One was Antonio Noli di Treggia (1551); 

the other was the younger Antonio de Noli, starting in 1455 and ending his 

commitment only three years after. This, according to the manuscript "Delle cose 

memorabile" by Mauro Verdone, page 73.  

Eventually, the whole de Noli-

Biondi family became soon 

thereafter (1574) reported estinti 

(extinct) in Cesena, as it is given 

in the manuscript “Verdoni, 

Cronache di Cesena. 164.39”. In 

the detail of this other manuscript 

showed here above are referred 

two of the Noli, “Simone di Nole”, starting at the Consiglio di Cesena in 1495, and 

“Antonio di Nole”, which started 1555, both are mentioned among the families no 

longer existing as associated with the Council “fino al anno 1574” (by the end of 

1574). This is indicated by the marked denomination “estinti”.   

In actual fact had the family de Noli, with Antonio de Noli on the lead, headed off 

back to Genoa by 1575-1576. The most plausible reason being the imminent 

                                                                 

s Even if unlikely, yet it could be still so that the similitude of “Treggia” or “Teggia” with “Taggia” in 
the respective manuscripts of Cesena and Genoa Serra Riccó correspond to a coincidence; that 
“Treggia” or “Teggia” did perhaps exist somewhere outside Cesena. But in this eventuality the place 
it would have been only the temporary residence of the de Noli in the area.  
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promulgation – after several years of deliberation – of the Genoa Constitution which 

finally took place in San Lorenzo, March 17, 1576 [see further below], and which in 

practice functioned for many as reciprocal amnesty during the long truce that ensued 

thereafter among the old factions and families in dispute.   

The repatriation route 

Emilia-Romagna (Cesena), and 

Liguria (Genoa), are neighbour 

regions. Thus it was not so 

problematic to figure out the 

route that the de Noli would have 

made in their emigration back to 

North Genoa. They most possible 

used the road which at that time 

connected directly Rimini 

(Cesena's port, in Latin Ariminum) 

with North Genoa, via Placentia 

(Piacenza). The road Rimini-Piacenza existed since the Roman times - in fact ordered 

by Consul Marco Emilio Lepido 187 B.C. - and it was called Via Aemilia (Via Flaminia 

Aemilia Postuma) [map below].  

In Piacenza they would have taken Via Aemilia Scauri in the direction to Dertona 

(Tortona), where they met descendants of friend family Frascaroli. The Frascaroli 

were at the time Signori at the region, and several Valleregia manuscripts on family 

events around the epoch indicate the association between these two familiest.  

Finally, from Dertona down to North Genoa province following the Aemilia Scauri. 

Coming down from Tortona, the Noli site in Valleregia is found some twenty 

kilometres before Genoa. 

                                                                 
t
 One of these manuscripts from 1589 was palaeographic analysed in Cesena Feb. 2008. The experts 
concluded that, inferred from the analyzed text, a marriage between a Frascaroli and Angelica de Noli 
was a possibility (see Apendix 2).  
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Image 2. Manuscript: Selva, “Di Memorie”, indicating the purchasing of a seat in the Cesena 
Council by Antonio Noli di Traggia with 150 gold (“150 Doro”) 

 

Image 3. Manuscript: “Memorie della Famigle è della Cità di Cesena” at Biblioteca 
Malatestiana, mentioning the son of Antonio de Noli, Simone de Antonio Noli Biondi as 
Member of the Council of Cesena in 1505 
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From Cesena back to Genoa. Political scenario 

 

Image 4. Modern research on the navigator Antonio de Noli, who with his brother Bartolomeo de 
Noli discovered Cape Verde islands around 1450 -1461, have established that he was born in Genoa 
around 1420. The birth places given are Genoa Voltri (Genoa West) alternatively Genoa Serra Riccó 
(Genoa North). The carta regia (Royal Letter) of 8 April 1497 by King Joao II of Portugal clearly 
stated he was a Genoes; and Joao de Barros, prominent among historians of the epoch, wrote in 
Asia (1539, 1552) that Noli was "a national from Genoa and of noble blood". The manuscript of 1586 
above, found by Ferrada-Noli (2005) at Valleregia parish in Genoa Serra-Riccò,  tells of Antonio de 
Noli (de Naulo in old Latin) and his son Bartolomeo de Noli, being godfather in a baptism in the 
Valleregia church February 17 1586. The child was named Mineta and was the daughter of Baptista 
and Bastiana de Casissa. Vittorio Noli Casissa (born 1881) was Noli from the father side and 
Casissa from the mother side, and had his baptism in the same Valleregia church in 1881. Between 
the generation of explorer Antonio de Noli and that of Vittorio Noli had passed 450 years [15]. 

 

By the end of the mid 1570's politics in Genoa had changed ostensibly in favour of 

the Noli and other families committed in older times in disputing the central power. 

This occurred in a long political process - not deprived of turmoil - which took 

several years, thus allowing the de Noli in Cesena to carefully ponder their decision.   
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Already in 1547 had Doria reformed the older political ordinances of 1428 with what 

was known as the “Garbo” or “Garibetto legislation. This reform intended to give 

more privileges to the older noble families in detriment of the "nuovi nobili".  

This process towards a further consolidation of the Doria and elements of the so 

called San Pietro formationu (mainly families of the old nobility) was contested in 

several occasions, and two main uprisings against the Doria occurred at the period. 

One was the insurrection known as “La congiura dei Fieschi” (January 3rd 1947) led 

by Giovanni Luigi Fieschi. The other was the conspiracy of   in Giulio Cybo in 1548. 

Both uprisings failed and were bloody revenged. As we have already put forward, 

the old alliances of the de Noli with the Fieschi started under the government of 

Nicholas de Guarco by 1387, in which Giacomo de Noli - of the same family as 

navigator Antonio de Noli [10] - was a member together with the Fieschi and other 

noble families of that alliance [9].  The de Noli had to wait in Cesena for better times.  

Nevertheless, the finally promulgation of the Constituzione di Genova, on the 17 of 

March 1576 in San Lorenzo, it is regarded as the happening which mainly 

contributed to the ending of many old conflicts among families, and “marked the 

beginning of a long truce”. The de Noli seized hence the opportunity of returning 

safe to their homeland.  

The last descendant of the navigator in Cesena, as mentioned before also given the 

name Antonio de Noli, appeared in consequence for the first time at the epoch - and 

in a role as elderly father - in a manuscript of 1587 found in Valleregia Church (Serra 

Riccò, in Northern Genoa) [Image 4, above].   

Yet again in Genoa territory  

The de Noli lived then yet again in Genoa territory, and habited a distinct place still 

signalled with the name Noli in the maps of the hamlet Valleregia. With the years, 

the growing de Noli descendants moved to other localities in the vicinity. In this very 

                                                                 

u  This is referred to the main formations that to this regard existing at the time in Genoa. The 
“San Pietro” formation (for they used to assembly in the Portico di San Pietro) of the older nobility, and 
the “San Luca” (Portico di San Luca) formation corresponding to the newer nobility.  
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hamlet of Valleregia was born Vittorio Noli the 24 of April of 1881, and he was also 

baptized - as it did his ancestors de Noli all along since 1587, at the same Parrocchia 

della Nativita de Maria S.S. in Valleregia. The family name de Noli was converted to 

Noli by the Church during the baptisms effectuated by the priest at Valleregia on the 

children of Stephano de Noli by the middle of XVII century. 

With a retrospective departure from the generation of De Noli descendant Vittorio 

Noli [picture below] - representing one of the branches in this lineage of the Antonio 

de Noli family which arrived in Valleregia from Cesena by 1576 - we conducted 2005 

and 2008 a genealogical research in Genoa Serra Riccò considering all the paternal-

line back to the generation of 1586 [Image 5 and Appendix 1]. Between this 

generation of 1587 and the generation of the above 

mentioned Vittorio Noli (born 1881) and his siblings 

(Maria, Rosa, Giuseppina, Carmelo, Luigi, and 

Antonio G. Noli) there were twelve generationsv [16]. 

Added the three generations of the ancestors de Noli 

which flourished in Cesena from 1495 onwards, and 

added the generation of the brothers Antonio de Noli 

and Bartholomew de Noli and their children by the 

times of their Cape Verde discoveries and early 

colonization, and all the generations of their 

descendants up to this date, the lineage departing from the navigator up to here had 

reached 19 documented generations along a period of nearly six hundred years.  

Besides the Valleregia branch investigated in this study (the “Vittorio-Noli 1881 

retrospective lineage”), there are other existing or extinguished Noli family branches 

in Genoa, especially in Genoa Serra Riccò, derived from the common root of the 

1580’s. We would like to dedicate this study to each and all of them. 

                                                                 

v The birth/baptism manuscripts corresponding to all the generations of this de Noli lineage in 

Valleregia 1597 - 1881 has been documented. Photos of the documents are reproduced in the section 6. 
Manuscripts Archive at the Antonio de Noli Academic Society’s site, available at 
http://adenoli.wordpress.com/4-manuscripts/  
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Image 5. One of the branches of descendants of the family de Noli in Genoa Serra Riccò 1586-1881. 
Direct lineage (retrospective) with departure of Joseph Vittorio Noli (1881) and siblings. The 

included coats of arms correspond to different Noli families of Liguria and Lombardy. The 
building depicted down to the right is the Cameriano Castle, inhabited by the Novara wing of the 
de Noli family descendants in the beginning of the 1400s. To illustrate the ancient origin of all Noli 
families in the City and Castle of Noli, part of the outer ornament depicted in the Family de Noli 
coat of arms down left – beside Valleregia arms - represents the frame in the arms at the Portal of 
the City of Noli. 
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6. The Coat of Arms of the Family de Noli, as reproduced and conserved in the 
Manuscript "Blasone Cesenate" at the Bibliotheca Malatestian in Cesena.  The coat of arms of the 
de Noli carries the same colours of the coat of arms of Genoa and a similar design: Red horizontal 
band on white field (red horizontal and vertical bands in the Genoa arms) 
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                          7. Manuscript “Delle cose memorabili della Città Di Cesena” by  
                          Don Mauro Verdoni, one of the sources in this research study.  
                          The materials referred here as the Cesena manuscripts are  
                          found at the Istituzione Biblioteca Malatestiana,  
                          Sezione Conservazione e ricerche. 
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Appendix 1. Transcriptions of the manuscripts pertinent in the lineage Antonio de 
Noli - reported for the first time existing in Genoa Serra Riccò (Valleregia) 1586 - 
and the generation of Vittorio Noli (born 1881) and siblings. The original 
manuscripts were found 2005-2008 during a section of this research conducted at 
Genoa Serra Riccò, and analysed by Dr. Ilaria Brigati. Some of the Valleregia 
manuscripts were cross-examined by Dr. Carla Rosetti, or palaeographic expert-
analysed at the Malatestiana Library (see Appendix 2). The transcripts here below 
are authored by Dr. Ilaria Brigati. The research project was lead by Prof. Marcello 
Ferrada-Noli. All the referred manuscripts here below can be seen in larger view 
on-line at the Manuscript Archive section of the Antonio de Noli Academic 
Society’s site: http://adenoli.wordpress.com/4-manuscripts/ 
 
 
 

Foto testo Trascrizione 

 
 

 

Manoscritto 1 e 2 

 

Anno 1586 giorno 17 mese febbraio . 

Il presbitero Paolo de Bezzasco rettore della Chiesa 

parrocchiale di santa Maria de Varaita  della diocesi 

genovese in questa chiesa battezzarono la figlia Battista… 

Padrini furono Bartolomeo, figlio di Antonio de Noli e 

Bianca figlia di Tommaso de Corte… 

 

Manoscritto 3 

 

Anno 1597 giorno 5 gennaio  

Il presbitero Paolo de Bezzasco rettore della Chiesa 

parrocchiale di santa Maria de Varaita fu battezzato il 

figlio di Ambrogio e Bianca De Noli, al quale fu posto il 

nome di Geronimo… 

 

 

Manoscritto 4 

 

Anno 1615  

Atto di battesimo di Benedetto de Noli figlio di Geronimo 

e Lucrezia de Noli. 
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Manoscritto 5 

 

Anno 1645 giorno 22 settembre  

Atto di battesimo di Antonio de Noli figlio di Benedetto e 

Giulia De Noli 

 

Manoscritto 6 

 

Anno 1671 giorno 9 febbraio 

Atto di battesimo di Geronimo II de Noli  figlio di Antonio 

de Noli. 

 

Manoscritto 7 

 

Anno 1703 giorno 3 Agosto 

Atto di battesimo di Stefano de Noli figlio di Geronimo II 

Noli e Anna De Noli 

 

Manoscritto 8 

 

Anno 1746 giorno 13 marzo 

Atto di battesimo di Joseph Maria de Noli figlio di Stefano 

e Antonia de Noli. 
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Manoscritto 9 

 

Anno 1784 giorno 26 dicembre 

Atto di battesimo di Antonio II de Noli figlio di Joseph 

Maria e Teresa De Noli. 

 

Manoscritto 10 

 

Anno 1821 giorno 29 dicembre 

Atto di battesimo di Joseph Noli figlio di Antonio  e Rosa 

Noli. 

 

 Manoscritto 11 

 

Anno 1850 giorno 21 gennaio 

Atto di battesimo di Joanne Baptista de Noli figlio di 

Giuseppe Noli e Giacinta Cassissa 

 

Manoscritto 11 

 

Anno 1881 giorno 24 aprile 

Atto di battesimo di Joseph Vittorio Noli figlio di Joseph 

Battista de Noli  e Angela Cassissa. 
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Appendix 2. Example of a palaeographic analysis of one of the Valleregia 
manuscript of 1589 
 
Excerpt of a communication from the Malatestiana Library, Section of Rare/Antique 
documents and Research, 22 February 2008 
 
“. . . have examined this manuscript with two experts and our conclusion is that there is a recurrent set phrase 

in the book, that is: Today … I, priest of the same church … baptized the son of (father) and (mother). We gave 

him the name (name). Padrini were (name) and (name) of the same parish. So we read:  

 

 
 

1) 1589, 20 of August …. son of Baptista et Bastiano … we gave him the name of … Augustinus … Padrini were 

Giorgio Dell’Agata[?] e…  

2) 1589, 23[?] of August I … baptized... in the same church the son of … and Minetta (=Ninetta?) Cometi 

spouse, and we gave him the name …. [Patrini fuerunt] Battista de Frascaroli and … of the same parish. 

3) 1589, 23 of August I, priest of the same church, baptized the son of Battista and Maddalena Boncelli [?] 

spouse, and we gave him the name of Bartolomeo. Padrini were Battista de Frascaroli and Angelica de Noli of 

the same parish. 

4) 1589, ... baptized [the son of] Battista and and Maddalena […] … fuerunt  

 

So, in 3 and 4 the parents of the baby are the same: Battista and Maddalena Boncelli (may be they have 

twins).And the padrini in 2, 3 and 4 seems to be the same: Battista de Frascaroli and [may be] Angelica de Noli 

(I don’t read well the name of Angelica in 2 and 4). 

Battista de Frascaroli and Angelica de Noli were padrini for the Boncelli, but also for other babies. This may 

mean that it was a group of persons (Frascaroli, Angelica, the Boncelli e the Cometi) all together, someone are 

parents, some other padrini, and so on. It is not said that Angelica e Battista de Frascaroli were spouse, but it’s 

quite probable. Can’t you read some other lines of the text? 

“Patrinus” or “padrinus” is the same, but it’s more correct with the “t”. It comes from “pater”. We say 

“padrino” because in Italian pater became padre with the d.” 

 


